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In college teaching practice, the credit system plays a very important role,
through the credit system, schools can effectively carry out their own assessment of
the teaching system can effectively on their own teaching activities are managed
effectively by the credit of the the ability of students to be evaluated. Credit as a
curriculum support management, and online enrollment system has high practical
value.
In this Thesis, the main problem currently exists in most of the elective system,
such as rigid mechanisms, processes, and other issues too traditional analyzes the
realization of a flexible and customizable student elective system has considerable
necessity, this paper, the actual design and implements a complete network of student
elective system. Finally, the paper summarizes the work done, and pointed out further
research work.
The system uses B / S architecture and SSH (Struts2.0 + Spring2.0 +
Hibernate3.1) framework, the use of this popular three-tier model, and the MVC
pattern has been developed to realize the system. By preliminary tests of the system
and found that the students can effectively achieve elective functions, and can be
flexibly customized to achieve the goal.
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本文采用 SSH(Struts2 + Spring + Hibernate)组合框架，SSH组合是一种轻量
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